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The chemical industry faces
many challenges and opportunities at the start
of the 21st century, including the rapid emergence

Premier Sponsor
The Warren and Katharine
Schlinger Foundation
Presenting Sponsors
Air Products and Chemicals
The Dow Chemical Company
DuPont
Merck & Company
NOVA Chemicals
Shell Chemicals
Sunoco
Supporting Sponsors
Arch Chemicals
Celanese Chemicals
Eastman Chemical
National Starch and Chemicals
Rohm and Haas Company

of new fields and the maturing of existing methods
for research and manufacturing. Only a renewed
focus on innovation will harness promising technologies and spur industry growth.
To promote early career innovation, the
Chemical Heritage Foundation and Society of
Chemical Industry jointly organize an annual
Innovation Day, consisting of the Warren G.
Schlinger Symposium, the SCI Gordon E. Moore
Medal, and the SCI Perkin Medal. The Schlinger
Symposium brings together promising young
scientists and technology leaders from across
the chemical industries with a focus on frontiers
of chemical R&D. Plenary and breakout sessions
are oriented to areas where the chemical industry
interfaces with other emerging business sectors.
In combination with the medal ceremonies,
the Schlinger Symposium offers attendees the
opportunity to learn about cutting-edge science
and technology, exchange ideas with peer industrial researchers and entrepreneurs, and prepare
to be innovation leaders.
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10:00–11:30 a.m.

September 6
6:00–9:00 p.m.

M o r n i n g B re a k o u t S e s s i o n s

Reception and Dinner
ULLYOT MEETING HALL

“Innovation and the Technology Paradox”

Feedstocks of the Future
BEN FRANKLIN HALL, APS

Jay Paap, President, Paap Associates
Invest in everything that might be the next

MODERATOR :

Rich Myers, R&D Vice President,

great breakthrough, and you are guaranteed

Performance Chemicals and Thermosets,

bankruptcy. Wait until it is clear where the

The Dow Chemical Company

next innovations are coming from, and

SPEAKERS:

Theo Fleisch, Distinguished Advisor,
BP America

chances are you will be too late. In between
going broke and being late, there has to be

Mark Finkelstein, Vice President of

a way to drive corporate growth through

Bioscience, Luca Technologies

innovation. Jay Paap will explore the roots

Nanomaterials

of this paradox and describe ways that firms

2ND FLOOR

can anticipate emerging needs and technologies and use those insights to help

MODERATOR :

Steven Freilich, Director of Materials
Science and Engineering,

them innovate responsibly.

DuPont Central R&D
SPEAKERS:

Alan Rae, Vice President of Market and

September 7
8:30 a.m.

Jack Solomon, Chariman, Vision2020
Business Development, NanoDynamics

Continental Breakfast
ULLYOT MEETING HALL

Electronic Chemicals
9:00–9:45 a.m.

Opening Plenary
ULLYOT MEETING HALL

“Chemical Research in the 21st Century”

ROOM 603
MODERATOR :

and Chief Technology Officer,

Anthony Cheetham, Director,

Rohm & Haas Company

International Center for Materials Research,
University of California, Santa Barbara

Gary Calabrese, Vice President

SPEAKERS:

Elsa Reichmanis, Director,
Materials Research Department,
Bell Laboratories, Lucent Technologies
Marie Angelopoulos, Manager,
Advanced Lithography Materials and
Process Group, Thomas J. Watson
Research Center, IBM
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Chemistry of Energy Sources
OTHMER CONFERENCE ROOM
MODERATOR :

11:45 a.m.–
1:45 p.m.

Medal Ceremony

Paul Clark, Vice President,

ULLYOT MEETING HALL

Research and Technology,

Gordon E. Moore Medal Lecture

NOVA Chemicals
SPEAKERS:

by Jeffrey John Hale, Director of

Judith Stein, Chief Technologist,

Medicinal Chemistry, Merck & Co.

Emerging Technologies, GE Global
Research
Horst-Tore Land, President & CEO,

2:00–3:30 p.m.
A f t e r n o o n B re a k o u t S e s s i o n s

PEMEAS

Environmental Chemistry

Same as Morning Breakout Sessions

3:30–4:00 p.m.

Air Products and Chemicals
SPEAKERS:

DOW PUBLIC SQUARE

Miles Drake, Vice President
and Chief Technology Officer,

4:00–5:00 p.m.

Closing Plenary
ULLYOT MEETING HALL

Paul Anastas, Director,
ACS Green Chemistry Institute

Networking
Coffee Break

PRESIDENT’S ROOM, APS
MODERATOR :

Luncheon and
SCI Gordon E. Moore

MODERATOR :

Arthur Daemmrich, Director,

Cecil Chappelow, Vice President,

Center for Contemporary History and

Gases and Equipment Technology,

Policy, Chemical Heritage Foundation

Air Products and Chemicals

SPEAKERS:

Jay Ihlenfeld, Senior Vice President,
3M Research and Development

Innovating for a Geographically
Shifting Value Chain
SAMUEL FELS ROOM, APS
MODERATOR :

Jim Alder, Vice President,
Operations and Technical, Celanese

SPEAKERS:

Mike Silverman, Director,
Chemicals Technology, KBR
Jennifer Holmgren, Director, Exploratory
and Fundamental Research, UOP

Michael Schrage, Senior Advisor,
MIT Security Studies program,
MIT Media Lab
Alfred Hackenberger, President,
Specialty Chemicals Research Division,
BASF

6:00 p.m. S C I Pe r k i n M e d a l
Reception and Dinner
HYATT REGENCY HOTEL, PENN’S LANDING

Robert W. Gore will be honored with
the SCI Perkin Medal.

DINNER

SCHLINGER SYMPOSIUM PROGRAM
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about

T H E P L E N A RY S E S S I O N S
Chemical Research
in the 21st Century

about

THE BREAKOUT SESSIONS
Feedstocks of the Future

Anthony Cheetham

Recent breakthroughs in chemical research have
brought to the fore advances in many areas of materials

The U.S. chemical industry is currently facing a
major challenge from high prices of energy and
feedstocks. Fifty years of innovation have led to
a vast array of products based on oil and other

chemistry, including nanomaterials, high throughput

non-renewable hydrocarbons. Research in the

experimentation, and hybrid organic-inorganic systems.

industry is now investigating solutions to this

At the same time, patterns of innovation that were

predicament, including clean coal, bio-industrial
technologies, and other options. Clean coal offers

established in the 20th century have undergone a

the potential for an integrated gasification cycle

transition, especially in relation to the proportion of

that turns coal into hydrogen and then into elec-

cutting-edge research being done in start-up companies

tricity with low emissions of greenhouse gases.
Bio-industrial methods could provide both future

rather than major corporations. Anthony Cheetham will

feedstocks and energy sources. Presentations

explore these issues in the light of evolving global R&D

and discussion in this session will explore the

strategies, both for identifying new sources of innovation

challenges and benefits of these new technologies
and new routes to innovation.

and for expanding industrial research labs overseas,
particularly into India and China.

Nanomaterials
There has been much hype about the novelty of
nanotechnology in recent years, and expectations

Closing Plenary

Jay Ihlenfeld

are running high for breakthrough products in

Michael Schrage

such diverse areas as microrobotics, manufactur-

Alfred Hackenberger

ing, and health care. Yet chemists have worked
on nanoscale materials for at least a century

Each panelist will present a short talk describing com-

(e.g., carbon black, pigments, and coatings).

peting approaches to innovation and current challenges

Current nano concepts may lay the groundwork

in industrial R&D. The discussion will focus on the chal-

for a new industrial revolution, but to succeed,
the field will need to focus on materials chem-

lenges faced by younger R&D scientists and what they

istry and applications to current manufacturing

can do to help build a vibrant chemical and materials

challenges in electronics and other sectors.

science industry.

Practical applications will likewise necessitate
successful scale-up to mass production, an area
of chemical industry expertise. Presentations
and discussion in this session will examine current
breakthroughs and will inform participants about
the unique methods and challenges of making
nanomaterials.
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about

THE BREAKOUT SESSIONS
Electronic Chemicals

Environmental Chemistry

In recent decades, the electronics sector has

In order to simultaneously replace natural

become a major purchaser of chemicals and a

materials and lessen the impact of industrial

significant force in industrial innovation more

chemistry on the environment, innovative chemical

generally. With specialized product requirements

research has turned to developing sustainable

and tightly structured innovation timetables,

outputs. Fuels high in sulfur (like traditional

this industry has transformed communications,

diesel fuel) produce emissions containing air

commerce, and science. Yet at its core, the elec-

pollutants. Likewise, solvents used in chemical

tronics industry is engaged in chemical research

processes have created environmental problems.

and manufacturing; making semiconductors and

Key new processes include removing sulfur from

other electronics relies on the chemical transfor-

fuels, cleaner aqueous processes, and fluorocarbon

mation and processing of materials. Presentations

chemistry. Innovative products of the future

and discussion in this session will focus on several

will thus replace not just natural products, but

new developments in materials research and

also chemicals that are current market leaders.

lithography and will explore challenges of inno-

Presentations and discussion in this session will

vating in an area undergoing rapid technological

focus on outputs that require advanced industrial

and market changes.

chemistry to offer environmental solutions.

Chemistry of Energy Sources
With fuel costs on the rise in recent years, energy

Innovating for a Geographically
Shifting Value Chain

sources have become a major factor in industrial

The chemical industry is currently moving major

planning and offer significant returns to success-

aspects of production closer to the sources of

ful innovation. Without innovations in materials,

raw materials. Increasingly, that means building

technologies, and markets, some experts predict

plants and even R&D facilities internationally,

a significant crisis by 2025 as energy consumption

often in locations with significantly different

outstrips conventional sources. Researchers in

cultures, political systems, and understandings

the chemical industry and at start-up firms are

of innovation than in the United States or Europe.

exploring methods for generating energy using

As chemical plants are sited around the world,

fuel cells, photovoltaics, passive solar systems,

challenges arise to identify and introduce tech-

wind turbines, geothermal heat pumps, and water-

nologies appropriate to specific regions and to

powered systems, all of which offer environ-

optimize technology in foreign locations. Cor-

mentally friendly, high efficiency sources of

porations must take into account not only the

power generation. Presentations and discussion

availability of necessary feedstocks, but also

in this session will focus on innovative materials

existing infrastructures and the interrelationship

essential for success as well as business changes

of local practices with global research and pro-

needed to move from commodity production into

duction methods. Presentations and discussion

a specialty market with extensive reuse of materials.

in this session will explore the unique challenges
of conducting R&D in a globalized production
environment.
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Jim Alder earned a B.S. in chemical engineering

Marie Angelopoulos received her Ph.D. in

from MIT in 1972. He began his career at Celanese

organic chemistry in 1988 from the University of

two years later as a process engineer. In addition

Pennsylvania, working in the area of electrically

to manufacturing, his experience includes nine

conducting polymers. She joined the IBM Thomas

years in chemical and biotechnology R&D, five

J. Watson Research Center in 1988 as a research

years as a business director in the pharmaceutical

staff member and is currently manager of the

area, and several major projects. He became the

Advanced Lithography Materials and Process group,

vice president of operations and technical for

which is focused on developing advanced resists and

Celanese in 2000. Alder is currently responsible

materials for high-resolution optical and electron-

for PVOH and emulsions manufacturing, a joint

beam lithography. Among her accomplishments are

venture in Saudi Arabia, and the company’s overall

the development of highly processable electrically

productivity program including six sigma. He

conducting polymers, novel radiation-catalyzed

chaired the steering committee that designed and

doping techniques, the first conducting resist, and

organized the program for the 2004 SCI—CHF

novel radiation-sensitive dielectrics—–in particular,

Innovation Day.

photosensitive polyimides and resists for microelectronics. Angelopoulos has authored more than

Paul Anastas is the director of the American

100 technical papers and 50 patents and has been

Chemical Society Green Chemistry Institute. He

an elected IBM Master Inventor since 1995. She

was formerly the assistant director for the environ-

serves on the board of directors for the Electrical

ment in the White House Office of Science and

and Electronic Division of Society of Plastics

Technology Policy. Trained as a synthetic organic

Engineers, on the technical program committee,

chemist, Anastas received his Ph.D. from Brandeis

and as councilor.

University and worked as an industrial consultant.
He is credited with establishing the field of green

Gary Calabrese earned a B.S. in chemistry

chemistry during his time working for the U.S.

from Lehigh University and his Ph.D. in inorganic

Environmental Protection Agency as the chief of

chemistry from the Massachusetts Institute of

the Industrial Chemistry Branch and as the director

Technology. Calabrese began his industrial career at

of the Green Chemistry Program. Anastas has

Polaroid Corporation in 1983 as a research chemist.

published widely on topics of science through

Two years later, he joined Allied-Signal as a research

sustainability; his works include Benign by Design,

group leader in its Massachusetts-based Allied Health

Designing Safer Polymers, Green Engineering, and
his seminal work with coauthor John Warner, Green
Chemistry: Theory and Practice. Anastas, in addition
to receiving a number of awards and distinctions,
serves on numerous boards and as special professor
in the University of Nottingham’s Chemistry
Department.

and scientific Products Division. His interest in the
high–growth markets of electronics and semiconductors led him to the Shipley Company in 1989. In
1994 Calabrese was named Shipley’s North American
director of engineering. He returned to research
in 1997 as global director of R&D for the microelectronics materials business, and was named
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vice president and chief technology officer for

Anthony Cheetham obtained his Ph.D. in

Shipley two years later. Calabrese became the

solid-state chemistry at the University of Oxford

first director of Rohm and Haas Company’s new

in 1971. Cheetham joined the chemistry faculty at

Emerging Technologies group in 2002. He was

Oxford in 1974. He moved to the University of

appointed a vice president of Rohm and Haas and

California, Santa Barbara, in 1991 and became pro-

the company’s chief technology officer in early

fessor of chemistry and director of the Materials

2003.

Research Laboratory (UCSB-MRL). Cheetham
recently stepped down from his role in the MRL to

Cecil Chappelow joined Air Products and

become the director of the new International

Chemicals in 1977 as a senior process engineer

Center for Materials Research at UCSB. Cheetham

for industrial chemicals process technology. He

has won a number of awards, including the 1982

subsequently advanced through positions in polymer

Corday-Morgan Medal of the Royal Society of

chemicals technology, including section manager in

Chemistry and election to Fellowships of the Royal

1978, manager of polymer research in 1982, manager

Society and the Academies of India, Pakistan, and

of applications development and technical services in

the developing world. He was awarded a Chaire

1984, and director of polymers technology in 1987.

Internationale de Recherche, Blaise Pascal by the

In 1991 Chappelow was named manager of applied

French government in 1997; a Chaire Internationale

research and development for the company’s Gases

Francqui, Brussels in 2001; and the Bonner Chemiepreis

and Equipment group and in 1994 became manager

in 2002. He shared the Somiya Award of the Inter-

of global applications development for the group.

national Union of Materials Research Society with

He was appointed director of corporate science and

C.N.R. Rao in 2004. In addition to his academic

technology in 1998 and assumed his current position

activities, Cheetham has been the science advisor

in February 2001, in which he is responsible for the

to Unilever for the last five years and is a cofounder

technological competitiveness of the Gases and

of the NGEN Enabling Technologies venture capital

Equipment group on a worldwide basis. Chappelow

fund.

received a B.S. in chemical engineering from the
University of Missouri, Columbia, in 1970; a Ph.D.

Paul D. Clark earned his B.S. in chemistry from

in chemical engineering from the University of

McMaster University. He began his career as a

California, Berkeley, in 1974; and an M.B.A. from

research scientist at the Dow Chemical Company

Lehigh University in 1985. Chappelow is a member

in 1969. While at Dow, Clark held various positions,

of the American Institute of Chemical Engineers

including technical manager for the North American

and the Industrial Research Institute.

Urethanes Laboratories and global operations
director for polyolefin R&D. Clark left Dow in 1994
and joined NOVA Chemicals Ltd. as polyolefins technology manager. Later that year, he was appointed
vice president of technology and president of
NOVA Research and Technology Corporation—–a

ABOUT THE SPEAKERS AND MODERATORS
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position he maintains today. Clark is also currently

Mark Finkelstein obtained his Ph.D. in molecular

the vice president of Research and Technology at

biology from SUNY at Buffalo. He has over 25 years

NOVA Chemicals Corporation. He serves on the

of experience in the biotech industry, coordinating

board of directors for the Alberta Science and

and funding complex research efforts. From 1992 to

Research Authority and the Centre for Creative

2004 Finkelstein held several management positions

Technology and is also vice chair of the Canadian

at the National Renewable Energy Laboratory,

Plastics Industry Association.

including director of the Biotechnology Center for
Fuels and Chemicals. He is now vice president of

Miles Drake earned a B.S. in chemistry from

Biosciences for Luca Technologies where his duties

Cambridge University and a Ph.D. in surface and

include the coordination of scientific research,

colloid chemistry from the University of Bristol.

interface with outside labs and universities, support

For ten years, Drake worked at STL, a corporate

of the IP effort, and government grant writing and

laboratory of ITT in the U.K., which focused on

reporting.

developing materials for electronic component
manufacturing. Drake joined Air Products and

Theo Fleisch is a member of BP’s group leader-

Chemicals in 1986 as technology manager

ship and holds the position of distinguished advisor

for the company’s European applied R&D group.

for gas technologies. His work focuses on the

Shortly after, he was named European technology

development and capture of low-cost gas technolo-

director. In 1990, Drake relocated to the United

gies, the development of commercialization strate-

States, where he became director of advanced

gies, evaluation of business opportunities, and

technology for the global applications development

support of commercial ventures. He is the director

group. Drake was later named director of the

of BP’s Methane Conversion Consortium, a 10-year

Corporate Science and Technology Center, followed

partnership with the University of California,

by director of the Gases and Equipment Technology

Berkeley, and Caltech aimed at the development

group. He assumed his current position as vice

of breakthrough gas to products technologies.

president and chief technology officer in 2001.

Fleisch is well known for his recognition of DME as

Drake is also past chair of the Industrial Research

a multisource, multipurpose clean fuel and chemical

Institute and a Fellow of the Royal Society of

feedstock of the future. He is a cofounder of the

Chemistry.

International DME Association and served as
chairman——2003–2004. Fleisch holds a master’s
and Ph.D. summa cum laude degree in physical
chemistry from the University of Innsbruck, Austria;
had a postdoctoral assignment in chemical engineering at Purdue; and has worked for 25 years in
numerous technical and managerial positions in
Amoco and BP.
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Steven Freilich received his B.A. in chemistry

Jennifer Holmgren is director of Exploratory

from Amherst College in 1978 and a Ph.D. in chem-

and Fundamental Research at UOP LLC, which

istry from Harvard University in 1983. His graduate

sponsors programs that provide the tools, meth-

work explored picosecond spectroscopy of organic

ods, and skills necessary to support UOP’s project

photoreactions. Freilich joined DuPont Central

portfolio as well as programs which take UOP in

Research and Development (CR&D) in 1983, working

new directions. She is directly accountable for

principally in photoconductivity of polymers and

three of UOP’s core groups: New Materials Synthesis,

polymer-metal adhesion. In 1987, he was appointed

Advanced Characterization, and Combinatorial

research manager in CR&D, leading groups in the

Chemistry. Concurrent with her job responsibilities,

fields of thin film physics, information storage,

Holmgren is enrolled in the executive M.B.A. program

organic photochemistry, and polymer physics. He

at the University of Chicago’s Graduate School of

joined DuPont Titanium Technologies in 1997 and

Business. Holmgren received a B.Sc. in chemistry

has had roles as global business manager and

from Harvey Mudd College in 1981 and a Ph.D. in

global technology development manager for new

inorganic materials synthesis from the University

business development. The latter assignment

of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. She is the author

included working in various aspects of nano-oxide

or coauthor of 50 U.S. patents and 20 scientific pub-

materials. He has recently returned to CR&D as the

lications and is the 2003 recipient of the Council for

director of materials science and engineering.

Chemical Research’s Malcolm E. Pruitt Award for
pioneering work in establishing combinatorial

Alfred Hackenberger has been president

chemistry techniques. Holmgren is the first woman

of the competence center Specialty Chemicals

to receive the Pruitt Award.

Research of BASF AG since 2004. He earned a Ph.D.
in chemistry from the University of Saarbrücken in

Jay V. Ihlenfeld is senior vice president of R&D

1980 and joined BASF AG in 1981 in the colourants

at 3M. He earned a B.S. in chemical engineering

laboratory. Since then, Hackenberger has gained

from Purdue University in 1974 and a Ph.D. in chem-

experience as a sales manager for dispersions and

ical engineering from the University of Wisconsin

the head of the chemicals division in Brazil. In 1996

in 1978. He has worked at 3M since that time,

Hackenberger was appointed director in the market-

starting in the product development area. In 1984

ing department for intermediates before he became

he was promoted to laboratory manager for the

the senior vice president of Research Fine Chemicals

Medical Products Division, then spent three years

of BASF in 1998. In 2001 he was named group vice

at the 3M Eurolab in Germany. He was promoted

president of the regional business unit Fine Chemicals

to technical director of the dental products division

Asia Pacific, in Hong Kong. Hackenberger was

in 1988. Ihlenfeld moved to the specialty chemicals

appointed to the supervisory board of Axaron

division as business director in 1993 and in 1997

Bioscience in March 2005.

became vice president and general manager of the
performance materials division. In 2001 he was
named executive vice president of Sumitomo 3M,

ABOUT THE SPEAKERS AND MODERATORS
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based in Tokyo. He was appointed to his current

Richard S. Myers is currently the R&D vice

position in October 2002. Ihlenfeld has received

president for Performance Chemicals and Thermo-

the Distinguished Engineering Alumni Award from

sets and also serves as the global R&D director

Purdue University and the Distinguished Service

for the specialty polymers business for The Dow

Citation from the University of Wisconsin College

Chemical Company. He participates as a member

of Engineering. He is a member of the National

of the four-person R&D Council, which is responsible

Academy of Sciences Board on Chemical Sciences

for R&D resources and activities across Dow. Myers

and Technology.

joined Dow in 2000 as the global R&D director for the
polyurethanes and in 2002 moved to engineering

Horst-Tore Land is the president and CEO of

plastics as global R&D director. He began his career

Pemeas, a start-up company based in Frankfurt,

with Exxon Chemical in 1981 and held a variety

Germany, that produces PEM membrane electrode

of technical positions in New Ventures Technology,

assemblies for fuel cells. Land started his career

Paramins, and Basic Chemicals divisions. In 1987

with Hoechst in Frankfurt in the Corporate

Myers moved to Air Products and Chemicals as

Research Department, where he worked in powder

R&D group leader for Industrial Chemicals. He was

coatings and cyclic olefin copolymers. In 1998, he

appointed R&D manager for Specialty Chemicals

took responsibility for the Global Ventures organ-

Technology in 1990 and in 1995 assumed the role of

ization of Hoechst, where he led transfer of inno-

R&D manager for Performance Chemicals Technology.

vations from research to the business units as well

In 1998, Myers was appointed director of technology

as divestiture of research and development programs

for the Performance Chemicals Division. Myers is a

that did not fit Hoechst’s long-term objectives. As

Global Genesis Award recipient. He holds a B.S. in

part of the transformation of Hoechst, he joined

chemistry from Indiana University and a Ph.D. in

Celanese in 2000 as the managing director of

organic chemistry from the University of Michigan.

Celanese Ventures. In 2005 Land and Pemeas
were awarded the prestigious National Innovation

Jay Paap, president of Paap Associates, a

Award of German Industry for start-ups. Land

management consulting firm assisting major

holds a Ph.D. in polymer chemistry from Phillips

corporations in their business and technology

University in Marburg, Germany. He is a member

development efforts, teaches in the executive

of the German-American Chamber of Commerce

education programs at Caltech, MIT, and the Haas

of Philadelphia.

School at University of California, Berkeley. He is
a Society of Competitive Intelligence Professionals
Fellow and a Product Development and Management
Association Certified New Product Development
Professional. For almost 40 years, he has managed
projects worldwide dealing with innovation, business
and product development, strategic alliances, tech-
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nology management, and competitive intelligence.

Elsa Reichmanis earned a B.S. and Ph.D. in

He is a frequent speaker on these topics, appearing

chemistry from Syracuse University. She joined

in executive seminars throughout the Americas,

Bell Laboratories in 1978 after completing a post-

Europe, the Middle East, and Asia-Pacific. Paap

doctoral fellowship program. Reichmanis is the

received his Ph.D. from the MIT Sloan School of

director of the Materials Research Department

Business.

at Bell Laboratories, Lucent Technologies, and
an associate editor of the journal Chemistry of

Alan Rae is the vice president for market and
business development at NanoDynamics. While
with Cookson Group he was instrumental in ensuring
the success of start-up and developed businesses
including structural ceramics, flame retardants,
refractories, electronic ceramics, and wafer plating
systems. From 1999 to 2004 he was vice president
of Technology for Cookson Electronics, involved
in developing business opportunities for materials
systems and equipment in silicon wafer fabrication,
packaging, circuit board manufacture, circuit board
assembly, and recycling. He is director of research
for National Electronics Manufacturing Initiative,
chair of the JISSO North America Committee (facilitating electronics business worldwide by harmonizing technology roadmaps and standards), secretary
of the Product Development Management Association,
and a member of the Industrial Advisory Board of
the Surface Mount Technology Association. Rae

Materials. She was presented with the 1993 Society
of Women Engineers Achievement Award, elected
to the National Academy of Engineering in 1995,
and awarded the ASM Engineering Materials
Achievement Award in 1996. In 1997, she was elected
Fellow of the AAAS. Reichmanis was the recipient
of a 1998 Photopolymer Science and Technology
Award, the 1999 ACS Applied Polymer Science
Award, the Society of Chemical Industry’s 2001
Perkin Medal, and the 2001 Syracuse University’s
Arents Medal. She is past chair of the executive
committee of the American Chemical Society
Division of Polymeric Materials: Science and
Engineering and was a member of the National
Materials Advisory Board and the Air Force Scientific
Advisory Board. She served as the 2003 president
of the American Chemical Society. Reichmanis is
the author of over 150 publications, the holder of
several patents, and the editor of five books.

holds a bachelor’s degree from the University of
Aberdeen and a Ph.D. and an M.B.A. from the

Michael Schrage is an expert on the economics

University of Newcastle upon Tyne.

of innovation. He helps companies worldwide design
innovation processes that maximize return on
investment by managing the links among innovation,
the supply chain, and the customer. Schrage is a
research associate at MIT Media Lab and author
of Serious Play: How the World’s Best Companies

Simulate to Innovate. A senior advisor to MIT’s
Securities Studies Program, Schrage has consulted
for the National Security Council and the Pentagon’s
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Office of Net Assessment, is the former director of

and has been active in the Council for Chemical

Ticketmaster, and has advised numerous Fortune

Research, serving on the board of directors and

500 companies. Schrage has a patent pending for

as a leader in a network that encourages increased

non–Internet-related point-of-purchase network

investment in research. Recently he helped organize

technology and is collaborating on the development

a collaboration workshop that encouraged scientists

of a new drug delivery technology.

and managers from industry, national labs, and
academia to identify potential R&D collaborators.

Mike Silverman is the director of chemicals

In addition, he has served on the board of directors

technology at Kellogg, Brown and Root (KBR).

of the National Hydrogen Association. Solomon is

He is responsible for all aspects of KBR’s chemicals

the winner of the 2005 ACS Hank Whalen Award.

technology portfolio including ethylene, propylene,
syngas and fertilizers, aniline, phenol, and n-paraffins.

Judith Stein received her B.A. in chemistry

Silverman also directs the activities of the R&D,

from Rutgers University and a Ph.D. in inorganic

Technical Services, and Operations Engineering

chemistry from Case Western Reserve University.

departments. He was previously the director of

She held a postdoctoral position at University of

the KBR Technology Center, where he successfully

California, Berkeley, from 1979 to 1981, studying

developed a relationship with Carbon Nanotech-

reactions of aromatics and nitriles on single crystal

nologies, working to build and operate its semi-

surfaces and iron cluster chemistry. Stein has

commercial pilot plant and assisting in development

worked at GE Global Research in Niskayuna, New

and commercialization of their technologies.

York, since 1982. In 2004 Stein was appointed

Silverman started his career as a research chemist

chief technologist for Emerging Technologies at

for the Badger Company and as a senior research

GE Global Research. Most of her research at GE

chemist for the Tenneco Oil Company. He holds

has centered on silicone chemistry and has led

a B.A. in chemistry from Northwestern University

to several commercial introductions, including

and a Ph.D. in chemistry from Brown University.

a series of liquid injection molding compounds,

Silverman is the author or coauthor of 36 papers

paper release coatings, and silicone caulking

and has had 3 patents issued.

materials. Her current research is focused on
superhydrophobic coatings. Stein serves on the

Jack Solomon has retired as director of tech-

editorial board of the Journal of Silicon Chemistry

nology assessment for Praxair but continues

and Biofouling, is a member of the California
Nanosystems Institute business advisory board, and
has served as the chair of the National Science
Foundation Inorganic Workshop. She is also a
member of the Technical Advisory Group to the
president’s Council of Advisors on Science and
Technology. She is the author of 61 publications
and 48 U.S. patents.

activities with Vision2020 and Council for Chemical
Research. He received his B.S. in chemistry from
MIT in 1963 and a Ph.D. from Columbia University
in 1967. Jack has served as chairman of Vision2020
for the Chemical Industry for the last four years
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2005 SCI
Gordon E. Moore Medalist

About the
Gordon E. Moore Medal

Jeffrey John Hale is being honored with

The Society of Chemical Industry

the SCI Gordon E. Moore Medal for his

established the SCI Gordon E.

pioneering work to synthesize Emend
(aprepitant). This innovative therapy—
a neurokinin-1 (NK1) antagonist approved by the
FDA in March 2003—helps prevent chemotherapy-

Moore Medal as the premier recognition for early
career success in innovation, as reflected in both
market impact and improvement to the quality

induced nausea and vomiting. Hale used an

of life. By highlighting extraordinary individuals

unorthodox method to synthesize this drug,

and their work, the SCI aims to promote public

targeting a chemical sequence that employed

understanding of research and development in the

unstable intermediates in two consecutive steps to

modern chemical industries, enhance the interest

install the required functionality with the correct

of students in applied chemistry by providing role

absolute stereochemistry. Emend, when combined
with other anti-emetic agents, improves patients’
tolerance of potentially life-saving chemotherapy
by significantly alleviating the distressing side-effects
associated with cytotoxic drugs.

models, and emphasize the role of creative research
in the global economy. The award recognizes a significant innovation made by an industrial scientist
early in his or her career and is given annually
during Innovation Day.

Hale first worked at Merck during summer 1984
as an intern in medicinal chemistry before joining
the company as an entry-level chemist the following

SCI Gordon E. Moore Medalists

year. Because of his scientific potential, the Medicinal

George Barclay | 2004

Chemistry Department sponsored him for the MRL

Jeffery John Hale | 2005

Doctoral Study Program at Rutgers University,
where he obtained his Ph.D. in 1992. Hale is currently
a director of medicinal chemistry at Merck Research
Labs. He has authored or coauthored 30 papers in
refereed journals and is listed as a co-inventor on
23 pending and approved patents.
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CHEMICAL
HERITAGE
FOUNDATION

THE CHEMICAL HERITAGE FOUNDATION
serves the community of the chemical and molecular

ABOUT THE
PREMIER SPONSOR

sciences, and the wider public, by treasuring the past,

The symposium is named in honor of

fulfillment of its mission, CHF maintains a world-class

Warren G. Schlinger, a Ph.D. graduate

educating the present, and inspiring the future. In
collection of materials that document the history and
heritage of the chemical and molecular sciences, tech-

of Caltech with a distinguished career in

nologies, and industries; encourages research in CHF

industrial innovation. In Schlinger’s 35 years

collections on topics of strategic interest to CHF; and

at Texaco, he was a pioneer in gasification

carries out a program of outreach and interpretation

technologies now widely used for production of

in order to advance an understanding of the historical
role of the chemical and molecular sciences, technologies,

hydrogen, other chemicals, and power. Among

and industries in shaping society. CHF’s Center for

other benchmarks, Schlinger had 15 U.S. patents

Contemporary History and Policy conducts research and

issued during his career. He has been honored

holds conferences in order to bring long-range perspectives to bear on innovation, risk, and industrial research.

with the AIChE Technical Achievement Award,
the Chemical Engineering Practice Award, and
by the National Academy of Engineering.
THE SOCIETY OF CHEMICAL INDUSTRY

is an international association that seeks to further the
application of chemistry and related sciences for the
public benefit. Headquartered in London since its founding in 1881, SCI has sections in the United States, Canada,
Australia, and Ireland. Established in 1894, the America
Section was the first society in the United States to bring
together scientists and business leaders in industrial
chemistry. The Perkin Medal was established in 1906 to
commemorate the 50th anniversary of the discovery
of mauveine. Past recipients include Nobel laureates
Glenn T. Seaborg, Carl S. Marvel, and Herbert C. Brown;
Donald F. Othmer, chemical engineer; Stephanie L. Kwolek,
inventor of Kevlar; Paul S. Anderson, medicinal chemist;
and Gordon E. Moore, the founder of Intel.
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